II
WHAT IS A BALLAD?
T
O the word 'ballad' it will be necessary to attribute a special
meaning for the duration of this book, since none of those
commonly accepted precisely cover the subject. The material of
ballad concerts—"a light, simple song of any kind: now specially
a sentimental or romantic composition, each verse of which is sung
to the same melody1—does not concern us here; still less have we
to do with 'popular songs, often scurrilous or personal3 or with
"posies*. The etymological sense of the word is 'dancing-song', but
many such songs are in use which wre should not call ballads, and
many, perhaps most, ballads were not composed to accompany a
dance. There remains a fifth definition in the Oxford Dictionary,
supported by the excellent instance of Sir Patrick Spens: in this
acceptation a ballad is 'a simple, spirited poem in short stanzas,
narrating some popular story'. The definition stands much nearer
to the intention of this book, but it is, on the whole, too narrow.
One might cavil at the word 'spirited' since there are too many
base and dispirited ballads which we must accept, though without
dwelling upon them, but the demand for stanzaic structure is ful-
filled only by English ballads and those of the countries within a
certain radius of our shores; three out of four principal types of
European ballad are not stanzaic at all. One might, of course, use
the English word to describe the English thing, which is of
sufficient importance in itself, were it not for the fact that no more
general term is available. In Spain traditional narrative poems are
called 'romances' and these cohere in the 'romancero'. The collec-
tive term is of great significance, since it is a witness to the fixity
of Spanish technique in this matter, to the mutual relations of the
various 'romances', and to their collective weight and influence.
It has spread to France, Germany, and Italy, and 'romance* in
France and 'romanza' in Italy have been distinguished from
*roman, romanzo', 'romance, novel*. But in our country these
words have no circulation beyond the limited company of English
hispanists, nor is naturalization feasible, since it would not be
possible to keep apart the two acceptations of the word 'romance',
There is no option but to employ the word 'ballad' in the widest
sense as meaning any short traditional narrative poem sung,

